openQA Tests - action #50804
[opensuse] test fails in setup_zdup - bootmenu matched first then inst-bootmenu-boot-harddisk not able to be matched(zdup 15.0 and zdup tw2tw only)
26/04/2019 02:07 pm - mlin7442

Status: In Progress
Priority: Normal
Assignee: yying
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: 
Difficulty: 
Start date: 26/04/2019
Due date: 
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-NET-x86_64-zdup_tw2twnext_gnome@64bit fails in setup_zdup

Test suite description

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/919029#step/setup_zdup/1 matches then entering HDD bootmenu (https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/919029#step/setup_zdup/2), at this stage, inst-bootmenu-boot-harddisk not able to be matched. looks like we don't have this issue on zdup 42.x scenarios.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 20190423

Expected result

Last good: 20190422 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 51764: [functional][u][sporadic] test fail...

Blocked 21/05/2019

History

#1 - 26/04/2019 02:07 pm - mlin7442
- Subject changed from test fails in setup_zdup - bootmenu matched first then inst-bootmenu-boot-harddisk not able to be matched(zdup 15.0 and zdup tw2tw only) to [opensuse] test fails in setup_zdup - bootmenu matched first then inst-bootmenu-boot-harddisk not able to be matched(zdup 15.0 and zdup tw2tw only)

#2 - 26/04/2019 02:08 pm - mlin7442
tw2tw failure: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/919029

#3 - 12/05/2019 05:24 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: zdup_tw2twnext_gnome
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/931014

03/04/2020
Pull request submitted: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/7501

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: zdup_tw2twnext_gnome
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/949043

@yying as you have created a PR I will assign to you

#6 - 18/06/2019 12:25 pm - okurz
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to yying

@yying as you have created a PR I will assign to you

#7 - 03/07/2019 05:15 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: zdup-Leap-15.0-gnome
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/973608

#8 - 18/07/2019 05:17 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: zdup_tw2twnext_gnome
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/984200

#9 - 01/08/2019 05:25 am - okurz

This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:

This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: zdup_tw2twnext_gnome
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/996499

#10 - 05/08/2019 08:04 am - okurz
- Related to action #51764: [functional][u][sporadic] test fails in setup_zdup of opensuse-Tumbleweed-NET-x86_64-Build20190520-zdup-Leap-15.0-gnome@64bit in development group added